Blockchain Technology Disrupting Traditional Records Systems

by Christoffer Koch and Gina C. Pieters

Blockchain technology, popularized by the digital currency bitcoin, is a decentralized digital ledger that has become a disruptive force in the financial industry and elsewhere. A blockchain acts as a distributed database or joint global register of all transactions, bypassing traditional, centralized channels such as banks. The technology underlies the recent surge in cryptocurrencies—digital currencies that, like bitcoin, rely on cryptography, or encryption, to ensure the legitimacy of their transactions.

Blockchain has the potential to revolutionize payment systems as well as peer-to-peer lending, document verification, ride-sharing and crowdfunding, among other applications. The blockchain behind bitcoin has no ownership and is publicly viewable by design. However, public availability of records is not a requirement of the blockchain technology in general, and many commercial applications do not necessarily incorporate it. This Financial Insights will give a high-level overview of the core features underlying the disruptive potential of blockchain technology and some of its limitations.

Why Are Blockchains Useful?

Digital currencies are susceptible to double spending: The same accounting units have the potential to be fraudulently claimed and spent multiple times due to the near-zero replication costs of digital units. Within a traditional currency system, a central authority or accounting intermediary keeps track of time-stamped transfers and balances (Chart 1A) and then permits the transaction to proceed after verifying account ownership and sufficient balances.

The bitcoin payment system succeeded because it automated and decentralized this process. It verifies ownership through digital signatures—a private–public key system—and employs the blockchain to verify sufficient balances, thus removing the need for a centralized ledger. Blockchain records are distributed across multiple computers (nodes) in self-organizing connected networks (peer-to-peer networks). Each individual node contributes to maintaining and verifying the blockchain (Chart 1B). Because the ledger is distributed across multiple computers in connected networks, there are no vulnerable centralized files or databases.

The private–public key system is widely used in online transactions, such as those using HTTPS (hypertext transfer protocol secure). Bitcoins reside in what is known as the bitcoin address, indexed by a unique, alphanumeric public ID called the public key—for example, 1CeWXyF239hqxuo6B2Q1aX7FjWWXtYPXW. Associated with each public key is a private key, which is required to authorize any movement of bitcoins between public keys. The public key is akin to a checking account number; the private key is a unique authorizing signature. Authenticating whether an agent
has sufficient funds boils down to verifying that the particular public key has sufficient funds.

The public blockchain ledger permits the construction of a current balance as well as past balances for each public key by summing the value of transactions associated with the key using the fully recorded transaction history. As long as the blockchain record is correct, double spending is impossible.

**How Are Blockchain Transactions Executed?**

If two agents wish to engage in a transaction, they create and “sign off” on the transaction using the agents’ private keys. This marks the transaction as genuine. Their transaction is time-stamped and broadcast to the blockchain network, joining all other pending transactions. All pending transactions known to a node are collected into a new block—a collection of transactions that are encrypted using cryptographic techniques. Each block links back to the previous block of time-stamped transactions, creating a chain of blocks, or blockchain.

To create a block, a node must find the cryptographically correct nonce—an alphanumeric string—so that the new block satisfies certain criteria. The difficulty of finding the nonce, and thus creating the new block, is adjusted by the system to ensure a new block is created about every 10 minutes. The first node to uncover the nonce for a block broadcasts its solution to the decentralized network. Verifying that the “winner” node is indeed correct is computationally fast once the nonce solution is known. If the nonce and the transactions contained within the block are valid, the newly created block is then added to the blockchain by the winning node. This extends the length of the blockchain by one block.

It is possible that two nodes nearly simultaneously broadcast a new block—blocks B1 and B2 in Chart 2 both claiming to be the next in the chain—but the blocks themselves are slightly different for some reason. Typically, the block that results in the longest blockchain, B1, is judged to be the correct one. If both blocks are the same length but contain slightly different transactions—blocks D1 and D2 in Chart 2—some nodes add block D1 and others add block D2. The nodes continue working to create the next block, E. Suppose that block E associated with D2 finishes first. Then the chain A → B1 → C → D2 is longer than chain A → B1 → C → D1 and becomes the accepted consensus blockchain. The subsequent blocks—E, F, etc.—are added to D2 and not D1. If the network ever wants to follow D1 instead, it must recalculate the new versions of blocks E, F, etc.

As nodes are constantly computing blocks of transactions, and building on previous transactions by continuously presenting their solutions, nodes are effectively both voting on and verifying the correct record of bitcoin transactions. A block can be added to the blockchain but be altered a few minutes later because the majority of nodes working on the transactions block reach different solutions. Editing any completed block involves redoing all the blocks after it as well, making retroactive editing of the blockchain a rapidly impossible task after consensus is reached. This is why blockchains are considered secure and prevent transaction fraud.

**What Are Potential Vulnerabilities?**

If the majority of nodes are honest, the honest blockchain will grow the fastest, outpacing competing dishonest chains that contain falsified transactions. A dishonest node trying to edit a past block would need to simultaneously redo both the block in question and all blocks based upon the edited block, and surpass the work of all the honest nodes to create the longest chain. This becomes exponentially more difficult as subsequent blocks are added. A vulnerability in this system arises, however, if a cartel forms.

In principle, a cartel of dishonest nodes could undermine the blockchain. It could double spend bitcoin if it were to become large enough as dishonest nodes to exceed honest nodes. When a cartel manipulates a blockchain and it ceases to be an accurate register of transactions, it is dubbed a “51% attack.” Even then, a cartel cannot send bitcoins between arbitrary accounts, a “Sybil attack,” because it does not have the associated private keys. However, the cartel can alter records of transactions that were initiated, preventing transactions from being properly recorded, or by rewriting the blockchain to exclude past recorded transactions. A cartel member could pay Alice in bitcoin, receive goods and then force consensus on a blockchain that instead shows the bitcoin being paid to Bob, who may be a member of the same cartel. A record on the blockchain showing Alice’s bitcoin transaction would not exist. While this problem is fundamental to blockchain, it is easily detected and remedied if the nodes are publically viewable and competitive.
New Blockchain Technology Applications
The blockchain of bitcoin and of similar cryptocurrencies described above has been designed to have no ownership and be publicly viewable, allowing anyone to verify transactions. In contrast, commercial blockchain models differ in their approach to visibility and how consensus on blocks is achieved to avoid the 51% attack.

Corda, developed by the R3 consortium of over 70 major financial companies (Barclays, Credit Suisse, Royal Bank of Scotland, J.P. Morgan, Bank of America, etc.), is only loosely rooted in blockchain. Corda is not copied to all nodes—only parties in the transaction can vote on the block.

An alternative approach employs an interledger protocol, such as the one developed by Ripple. The Ripple protocol allows the Ripple blockchain and traditional ledger systems to communicate. Therefore, established financial institutions such as banks and credit unions can use the Ripple blockchain for transfers outside their institution while retaining their own proprietary and private ledger system. The Ripple protocol is being adopted by Accenture, UBS and other banks and was tested by Western Union to speed up cross-border transactions.²

More broadly, blockchains enable the codification of any agreement. Fabric is a blockchain developed by IBM to facilitate smart contracts—codifying legal contracts—and divides nodes into validating and nonvalidating peers to avoid the 51% attack.

Blockchain Possibilities and Limitations
While blockchains have the potential to revolutionize transactions, understanding their limitations is crucial for policymakers and users. Any individual or company that uses a blockchain technology must understand how ultimate control of the nodes is distributed—who will decide the ledger’s accuracy. In many regards, the innovators of the technology intended for decentralization and democratization of transactions, thus revolutionizing the way payments are made, assets are exchanged and contracts are recorded.

Koch is a senior research economist in the Research Department and Pieters is an assistant professor of economics at Trinity University.
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